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SENSITIVE ZINC 
BED SHEETS COLLECTION

Your Skin’s Best Friend



Introducing the best sheets for
sensitive skin. 

MARIALMA’s healthy and super soft zinc bed sheets are 
especially beneficial for people with sensitive skin or 
skin conditions such as eczema or atopic dermatitis.

Using only high-quality, pharmaceutical-grade 4 zinc 
oxide, the fabric combines zinc’s regenerative and skin 
protective effects with its antibacterial properties that 
disable the propagation of bacteria. The fiber is pro-
duced without the use of aggressive chemicals and is 
made solely from renewable raw materials, making it 
both eco-friendly and fully biodegradable. 

Combining a sateen weave, 400 TC Egyptian Cotton 
and a unique yarn made from eucalyptus cellulose fi-
ber that carries the zinc oxide compound, the Sensitive 
Zinc Bed Sheets Collection was born. 

Sensitive Zinc bed sheets are recommended to every-
one that suffers from conditions such as eczema,  atop-
ic dermatitis, psoriasis, acne and others, thanks to zinc 
oxide’s soothing and anti-inflammatory capabilities. 
Since zinc is a component of skin-building enzymes, an 
active exchange between the fiber and the skin occurs. 
OEKO-TEX certified, this fabric will operate directly on 
the skin, helping to calm any skin irritation, act as anti-
bacterial and anti-odor, plus it can boost cell regener-
ation. 

The patented process of embedding zinc oxide into a 
natural cellulose fibre (named the Lyocell process) en-
sures that the properties of the zinc oxide are perma-
nently preserved within the entire lifespan of the bed-
sheets, regardless of multiple washings.



MORE ABOUT MARIALMA
Your sleep, our science. That is the motto of the 
new Portuguese start-up MARIALMA. The company 
was born out of the necessity of enhancing the 
way you experience sleep. MARIALMA develops 
healthy fabrics that can work as antiallergenic and 
antibacterial elements, so they can be used as a 
complement in the treatment of specific skin or 
sleep disorders. 

Discover more benefits of Marialma’s Sensitive 
Zinc Bed Sheets Collection on their blog or shop 
their products HERE.
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